Single course IMRT plan to deliver 45 Gy to seminal vesicles and 81 Gy to prostate in 45 fractions.
We treat prostate and seminal vesicles (SV) to 45 Gy in 25 fractions (course 1) and boost prostate to 81 Gy in 20 more fractions (course 2) with Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT). This two-course IMRT with 45 fractions delivered a non-uniform dose to SV and required two plans and two QA procedures. We used Linear Quadratic (LQ) model to develop a single course IMRT plan to treat SV to a uniform dose, which has the same biological effective dose (BED) as that of 45 Gy in 25 fractions and prostate to 81 Gy, in 45 fractions. Single course IMRT plans were compared with two-course IMRT plans, retrospectively for 14 patients. With two-course IMRT, prescription to prostate and SV was 45 Gy in 25 fractions and to prostate only was 36 Gy in 20 fractions, at 1.8 Gy/fraction. With 45-fraction single course IMRT plan, prescription to prostate was 81 Gy and to SV was 52 or 56 Gy for a alpha/beta of 1 and 3, respectively. 52 Gy delivered in 45 fractions has the same BED of 72 Gy3 as that of delivering 45 Gy in 25 fractions, and is called Matched Effective Dose (MED). LQ model was used to calculate the BED and MED to SV for alpha/beta values of 1-10. Comparison between two-course and single course IMRT plans was in terms of MUs, dose-max, and dose volume constraints (DVC). DVC were: 95% PTV to be covered by at least 95% of prescription dose; and 70, 50, and 30% of bladder and rectum should not receive more than 40, 60, and 70% of 81 Gy. SV Volumes ranged from 2.9-30 cc. With two-course IMRT plans, mean dose to SV was non-uniform and varied between patients by 48% (54 to 80 Gy). With single-course IMRT plan, mean dose to SV was more uniform and varied between patients by only 9.6% (58.2 to 63.8 Gy), to deliver MED of 56 Gy for alpha/beta - 1. Single course IMRT plan MUs were slightly larger than those for two-course IMRT plans, but within the range seen for two-course plans (549-959 MUs, n=51). Dose max for single-course plans were similar to two-course plans. Doses to PTV, rectum and bladder with single course plans were as per DVC and comparable to two-course plans. Single course IMRT plan reduces IMRT planning and QA time to half.